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How to Evaluate Your Spend
Management Processes to
Drive Key Business Outcomes

Data is Power
In times past, a little overspend
here or there might have passed
without comment or too much
concern. When you were
forecasting, you’d use a healthy
dose of gut instinct.
These ways of working are no longer
an option.
You need to know where every penny
is going – and be confident every penny is
working as hard as it can. You need quality
information and insight so you can make
spending decisions with confidence.
The key to be able to do this is spend
management data.
Your SAP Concur solutions give you the data
you need to make spend management
decisions based on fact not feeling.

In this eBook we’ll show you how you can use
the data from your SAP Concur solutions to
drive improvements across four key
business pillars:

Spend
governance

Controls
and compliance

Employee
experience

Optimisation
and expansion

We’ll ask which metrics matter – and why.
And we’ll give you food for thought as you
begin to explore the power that your spend
management data brings to your organisation.
But first, let’s unpack why your data is so
important.
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The Value of Data
to Your Bottom Line
Looking at previous patterns of spending gives you the information you
need to plan for the future. It also gives you the means to look back and
learn lessons from the past.
And this stuff really matters.
In fact, your level of access to data and the
way you use it has a direct impact on your
bottom line.

To understand why, let’s look at how efficient
and effective the travel and expense
processes are in three different types of
organisation. From there, we can calculate the
value of their processes to their bottom lines.

Company A

Company B

Company C

Has solid travel and
expense programmes but
they’re unconnected, and
there’s minimal action on
metrics that impact
effectiveness and efficiency.

Has a single platform for
travel and expense, and
average performance on
metrics that impact
effectiveness and
efficiency.

Has a single platform for
travel and expense, and
uses best-in-class tools
for action on metrics that
impact effectiveness and
efficiency.

Value of system:
£3,533,550 or 2.37% of
total employee spend.

Value of system:
£10,004,931 or 6.46% of
total employee spend.

Value of system:
£19,585,393 or 13.14% of
total employee spend.

42%

of senior executives
say increasing their use of data and
analytics is a key strategic priority over
the next 2-3 years1

Estimated company value:
£20,000,000

£15,000,000

£10,000,000

£5,000,000

A

B

C

1. EIU Report: In Tech-Led Pursuit of Sound Financial Footing
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In fact, research shows that over the past two years, companies that are best-in-class at
leveraging the power of their data have seen improvements of more than 26.1% in
productivity and 24.3% in profitability.2

95%

senior executives say that
using real-time data analytics has helped their
organisations ensure that spend and operations
align with company goals3

91%

executives agree that technologydriven expense management systems are key to
ensuring consistent application of policies and
protocols across the business4

“Our access to data meant we were able to conduct scenario
planning and run up to 20 scenarios with no difficulty. The
board was meeting up to three times a week, all with near
real-time data to look at.”
Runjit Bhopal, Finance Director, Landbay5
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2. Best Practices to Gain Strategic Insights from Company Spend Data
3. In Tech-Led Pursuit of Sound Financial Footing
4. In Tech-Led Pursuit of Sound Financial Footing
5. Landbay Case Study
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Leverage the Power of Your Data
with SAP Concur Solutions
With SAP Concur solutions, you can access as much data as you
need to drive improvements throughout your businesses spend
management processes.
Standard Reports
Concur Travel, Concur Expense and Concur Invoice each come with a suite of core
reports that start you on your spend data journey.

Intelligence
Intelligence gives you dashboards and reports built on best practice to deliver a
more complete picture of your spend. Gain actionable insights you can use to
monitor trends, enforce policies, and simplify your spend management.
> See more about Intelligence

Consultative Intelligence
Consultative Intelligence helps you maximise your spend data. You can supplement
the in-depth knowledge of your in-house team with expert, one-to-one help with all
your data and analytical needs to gain fresh insights unique to your business.
> See more about Consultative Intelligence
To understand what you can do with the data you have access to, let’s next look at the value of
data in four vital areas: spend governance, controls and compliance, the employee experience,
and optimisation and expansion.
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Top 10 Reports in Intelligence
•
1.

Receipts Near Limit

2. Excessive Personal Mileage
3. Invisible Spend Analysis
4. Combined Spend Report
5. Hotel Expense Exceeds
Negotiated Rate
6. Hotel Stays Expensed Not
Booked in Concur Travel
7.

Payment Type Analysis

8. Paying Request Ageing
9. Department Manager
Dashboard
10. Expense Accrual
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The Value of Data in
Spend Governance
Employee spending channels today are more diverse than ever before,
which makes keeping track of spend even harder.
With SAP Concur solutions, all the data flows
into one place so you have a single source
that gives you insight into the who, what,
when, where, why, and how spend happens.
Armed with this information, you’re better
equipped to make proactive, informed
decisions that support your organisation’s
priorities.

75%

of finance leaders say their
business often exceeds their expense,
travel, and invoice budgets6

54%

reduction in late supplier
invoice payments by businesses using
automated invoice management software7

DRIVING CHANGE WITH YOUR DATA
Your spend management data equips you to:
Increase procurement leverage
because you know how much you’ve
spent with every supplier
Improve processes because you can
see where the bottlenecks are
Uncover insights to drive business
decisions because you can see past
spend to plan future spend
Minimise maverick spend because
whether it’s intentional or unintentional
you can see it and control it

“I was able to pull up a
report in Intelligence within
six seconds that told me we
spent £67,000 on taxis in
2017. I was therefore able to
suggest that if we moved to
Uber Business we’d have
predicted yearly savings
of £20,000.”
Luke Braham, Head of Technology
Operations, RED8

6. Connecting the Dots on Travel, Expense and Invoice Spend
7. The Value of Automated Travel, Expense and Invoice Management
8. RED Case Study
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ACHIEVE BEST-IN-CLASS
WITH CONSULTATIVE INTELLIGENCE

T&E Program Spend

Travel Expense Summary

Get visibility on spending by payment
type and expense type, split by air,
hotel, and car rental, as well as an
overview of the top spenders

See details of travel allowances
and associated expense reports

The Key Intelligence Reports
• Department Manager
Spend Overview
Give managers visibility of their
department spend
• Payment Type Analysis
Get visibility of card vs cash spend

Travel KPI

Average Ticket Price

Get an executive overview by
calendar quarter and give managers
comprehensive insight into key travel
metrics and associated expenses
processed via Concur Expense

See your average ticket price and get
insights in the elements that directly
influence it, such as advance booking,
class of travel, and vendor preference
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• Top Spend by Vendor
See the vendors your business
spent the most with during a
specified timeframe
• Expense Entry Analysis
See an overview of spend by
expense type
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HERE’S ONE WAY TO USE YOUR SAP CONCUR SPEND MANAGEMENT
DATA TO ENHANCE SPEND GOVERNANCE
Let’s say you want to promote the use of corporate cards and reduce cash expenses. It’s a wise move.
Increasing corporate card spend typically gives you better rebates that put money back into the business,
as well as reduce fraud and AP costs.
Your first step is to use SAP Concur solutions
to change behaviour:

From there you can implement best-in-class practices:

• Use audit rules to control cash reimbursement

• Partner with Service Administration to accelerate feature
adoption and get help with audit rules

• Lower the receipt threshold for cash spend

• Maximise cash flow and days to pay

• Allow quicker reimbursement processes for corporate
card spend

• Collaborate with your Consultative Intelligence contact to
customise reports specific to your configuration

• Use data to target areas of improvement with the
most impact
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The Value of Data in
Controls and Compliance
Whether it’s internal policies or external regulatory requirements, the way you define and enforce your policies
directly affects your risk of fraud or non-compliance. With SAP Concur solutions, your policies are embedded
in the process, so you can have more confidence in your compliance.
And by leveraging the power of data, you can optimise and enhance
internal controls to bring more oversight to the riskiest and highest
spend areas of your business.

28%

senior executives say ensuring regulatory
compliance is a key strategic priority over the next 2-3 years9

44%

greater compliance to company policy by
businesses using an end-to-end T&E solution10

Tip

Transactions with round number values are
often a flag for non-compliance. You can
set an alert to see whenever such a
transaction occurs.

DRIVING CHANGE WITH YOUR DATA
Your spend management data equips you to:
Reduce policy violations because you can monitor bookings
and adjust processes to mitigate risk earlier in the process
Improve risk management because you have more granularity
of data you’re better prepared for an audit – even in notoriously
tricky areas such as mileage
Optimise taxation because you have more granular data you
can ensure correct submissions as well as maximise reclaim
opportunities
Optimise expense categories because you can see where you
have too little detail – and too much

9. In Tech-Led Pursuit of Sound Financial Footing
10. 5 Tips to Cut Costs on Your Employee Expenses
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“All travel has to be booked via our TMC so from
a duty of care perspective we know where
employees are. If an employee does book travel
themselves and then tries to claim through
SAP Concur, the inbuilt business rules request a
user to explain why they did not use the TMC.
We run a compliance report using SAP Concur
each month to see how we’re doing. We’re at
98% compliance for hotels and 100% for
flights so we’re in a really good place.”
James Lloyd, Head of Group Procurement, Airswift11

11. Airswift Case Study
© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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ACHIEVE BEST-IN-CLASS WITH
CONSULTATIVE INTELLIGENCE

Cancelled Trips Claimed

P11D

Identify employees who are claiming
trips that have been cancelled
or withdrawn

Get details of employees’ relevant
expenses and benefits for
P11D forms

The Key Intelligence Reports
• Duplicate Company Meals
Identify where an employee has
claimed an entertainment meal
expense and a regular meal expense
on the same day
• Duplicate Meal Attendees
Identify where an employee has
submitted two different expense
claims for the same meal

T&E Spend Analysis

Air Travel Report

Get visibility on possible violations
(policy expectations, top exception
violators), approval life cycle, and
potential unauthorised spending

Get an overview of tickets booked in
SAP Concur vs tickets booked outside
SAP Concur
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• Duplicate Hotel Stays
Identify where an employee has
submitted two expense claims for
the same hotel stay
• Expenses Near Receipt Limit
Identify expense items that were very
close to the spend limit
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HERE’S ONE WAY TO USE YOUR SAP CONCUR SPEND MANAGEMENT
DATA TO ENHANCE CONTROLS AND COMPLIANCE
High volumes of cash spend leave you at greater risk of fraud and non-compliance. One solution is to link cash
spend to specific categories of controls, which will help enforce compliance and save money.
To do this use your SAP Concur solutions to change
behaviours and simplify the process employees use to pay
for work-related expenses:

Then you can implement best-in-class practices:

• Use audit rules to remind employees about using the
corporate car

• Partner with Service Administration to optimise configuration

• Block cash transactions over 60 days or without a
receipt attached

• Change your receipt requirement to a higher amount for card
transactions and survey peers to understand thresholds

• Increase your percentage of audit of cash transactions

• Collaborate with your SAP Concur contact to customise
reports and see the data that matters to you

• Consider the fringe benefit tax implications of undocumented
cash spend

• Add Audit to your setup to ensure compliance to policy

• Use data to find the potential areas of improvement with the
most impact
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The Value of Data in the
Employee Experience
Employees are the greatest asset of every organisation. It means that any cost-effective actions you can take
to enhance the employee experience from recruitment to retirement will pay dividends – companies with the
most engaged employees typically see 21% higher profitability.12
From automatically tracking mileage with Concur Drive to
automatically capturing receipt data, SAP Concur solutions
help to streamline cumbersome processes, enhancing the
employee experience. And by analysing your spend management
data, you can optimise your processes so you can keep employees
happy, productive, and focused on value-added responsibilities.

69%

of businesses cite gaining access to highly
skilled talent as a top goal13

30%

of Accounts Payable staff are more efficient
after moving to a digital AP process14

DRIVING CHANGE WITH YOUR DATA
You can use your SAP Concur data to:
Spot processes where there is room for improvement so you
can implement plans to tackle them
Enhance duty of care because there is more insight on where
your travellers are
Get granularity on spend so you can put in place appropriate,
targeted limits that reflect real world usage to minimise
employee frustration
Consider where there is opportunity to promote corporate
card use to reduce time and effort spent on expense report
creation, submission, and approval

12. State of the Global Workplace
13. Why Financial Decision Makers (FDMs) Need to Focus on the Employee Experience
14. Empower Organisations to Digitally Transform Their Expense, Travel, and Invoicing Processes
© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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“Previously we had only one expense line, with no
detail on individual elements. Now, we can see every
item. This level of detail is helping overhaul
our expense policy. There is a certain amount of
education required, for users and management.”
David Robinson, Service Director, Barnsley Metropolitan
Borough Council15

Tip

Improving employee engagement involves a
delicate balancing act between the operational
element and the human element. For example,
mandating the use of your TMC for every
travel booking might improve efficiency in
theory but might not be practical in reality.

15. Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council Case Study
© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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ACHIEVE BEST-IN-CLASS WITH
CONSULTATIVE INTELLIGENCE

Travel Request
See details of employees’ travel
requests, including the approver,
arrival and departure locations, and
the requested currency amount

The Key Intelligence Reports
• System Activity
See the system activity for expense
reports during a specific time period
• Authorised Approver Details
Access a list of all authorised
approvers and cost object approvers

Frequent Travellers
Get travel information over a given
time period, including real-time
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Employee Administration
Information

• Employee Bank Account Status
Have visibility of employees who
have bank accounts with errant data
or do not have active bank accounts

See detailed administration
information on employees
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HERE’S ONE WAY TO USE YOUR SAP CONCUR SPEND MANAGEMENT
DATA TO ENHANCE THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
When employees use corporate cards rather than personal ones, it can reduce the time and effort they
spend on expense report creation, submission, and approval.
You can use your SAP Concur solutions to change
behaviour and improve productivity:

You can also use your data to implement
best-in-class practices:

• Promote corporate card usage to reduce time spent
creating line items

• Partner with Service Administration to accelerate
feature adoption

• Use reporting to identify employees who spend frequently
enough to issue a corporate card or employees with cards
not adhering to policy

• Implement card feeds to automate line item creation and
Expense Assistant within Concur Expense to gain
further efficiency

• Allow quicker reimbursement processes for corporate
card spend

• Invest in and/or encourage adoption of ExpenseIt

• Use level 3 card data (line item detail) in place of receipts
where possible

• Collaborate with your SAP Concur contact to customise
reports and see the data that matters to you
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The Value of Data in
Optimisation and Expansion
Because SAP Concur solutions help you streamline spend management
processes, they help you do more with less.
Plus, because they work globally, you can use
them across all your offices and divisions, no
matter where they’re located, to take the
benefits organisation-wide.

DRIVING CHANGE WITH YOUR DATA
With the data from your SAP Concur
solutions you can:

And when you’re planning for future growth,
you have access to the data you need to
maximise cash flow and forecast
with confidence.

Get deeper visibility of spend,
regardless of when, where, or how it
happens so you can plan with confidence

33%

Keep on top of spending with spend
alerts no matter when or where it
happens

of UK businesses say
auditing operations in new geographies
and preparing for a new regulatory
environment were challenges since their
businesses have grown16

79%

finance decision makers
said their financial insights are important
for driving the growth strategy of
the business17
© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Track key trends and data across your
entire organisation so you can identify
what’s working and what isn’t

“We’ve been able to tailor the
system and customise it so
it’s suited to each country’s
way of working but there’s
also harmony across all of
them. It gives us scale to
drive costs down and make
the process more efficient
on a global basis.”
Tom Miner, Accounting Manager,
Dermalogica18

16. Managing SMB Growth – How Cost-Conscious Planning Helps
Businesses Scale Up
17. Fuelling Business Growth: How UK Finance Leaders Can Drive
Strategy and Avoid Risk
18. Dermalogica Case Study
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ACHIEVE BEST-IN-CLASS WITH
CONSULTATIVE INTELLIGENCE

£

Expense Types
See all transactions, including
different expense types, payment
types, and amounts, plus the location
of the transaction (country, domestic
vs. foreign in EU/ foreign outside EU)
for tax purposes

Travel Pattern

Budget Report

Get an estimate of the time spent by
employees on business trips, even if
you don’t use Concur Travel

Monitor budgets attributed to each
Business Intelligence Manager
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The Key Intelligence Reports
• Expense Reports by Country
See the total number of expense
reports on a country-by-country basis
• Cash Advance Analysis
See cash advances issued through
the system, the employee's current
balance, and the account codes
associated with the cash advance
• Reports Approved but
Receipts Not Viewed
See which approvers aren’t looking
at receipts, both at report and entry
level, during the approval process
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HERE’S ONE WAY TO USE YOUR SAP CONCUR SPEND MANAGEMENT
DATA TO ENHANCE CONTROLS AND COMPLIANCE
Best practice is to audit 100% of expense reports, but when this happens manually, it’s time-consuming,
and rapidly becomes unmanageable as you grow.

Use your SAP Concur solutions to enhance your audit
management:

You can also use your SAP Concur solutions to implement
best-in-class practices:

• Use audit rules so employees can follow policy when
submitting expense reports or invoices

• Work with Service Administration to take advantage of
built-in product functionality to reduce exceptions and drive
compliance passively

• Submit receipts in the “Reports approved, receipts not
viewed” report in Intelligence for random auditing

• Provide continual training to policies and tools to ensure
employees are aware of how to apply policy correctly

• Use Intelligence to view a summary of “booked vs. actual”
by employee where the expensed amount exceeds the rate
reserved at the time of booking and watch for
frequent offenders

• Use Concur Request to match forecasted, approved
spending to actual spend similar to the way purchase orders
work against invoices

• Harness Audit Service, which gives you a global team of
auditors backed by AI and ML technology to review every
line item in a holistic way and only bring the high-risk items to
your internal auditors
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• Use Intelligence and Consultative Intelligence to identify
areas of consistent non-compliance and change your policy
to reflect more current business needs if required
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Using Data to Take Control of
Your Business Spend
Your SAP Concur solutions are already helping you overcome the
biggest hurdle businesses face when analysing their data – aggregating
it in the first place.
From a spend management perspective, this is a big win.
It’s also just the starting point.
Because you can use your data – and the power of SAP Concur solutions – to drive
improvements across spend governance, controls and compliance, and the employee
experience, not to mention build the solid foundations so you’re ready to grow.

Start your journey today.

ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand for integrated travel, expense, and invoice
management solutions, driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify and automate these everyday
processes. The highly-rated SAP Concur mobile app guides employees through business trips,
charges are directly populated into expense reports, and invoice approvals are automated.
By integrating near real-time data and using AI to analyse transactions, businesses can see
what they’re spending and avoid possible blind spots in the budget. SAP Concur solutions help
eliminate yesterday’s tedious tasks, make today’s work easier, and support businesses to run
at their best. Learn more at concur.co.uk or the SAP Concur blog.
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Follow SAP Concur

Learn more at concur.co.uk
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